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Abstract—The performance of a Gain Switched (GS) optical
source used as a Photonic Local Oscillator (PLO) in an Electro-Op-
tical (EO) heterodyne receiver is experimentally evaluated and
compared to the use of a traditional linearly modulated PLO. The
EO heterodyne receiver used is based on an Ultra Nonlinear Semi-
conductor Optical Amplifier (XN-SOA) that provides a compact,
cost effective and energy efficient receiver with a remote distri-
bution of both PLO and Intermediate Frequency (IF) signals and
a direct 50-ohms input for the Radiofrequency (RF) component.
The comparison between both GS and linearly modulated PLO
is made in terms of the conversion efficiency (conversion ratio);
linearity (1-dB compression point) and noise (integrated RMS
timing jitter). The analysis results in a significant improvement of
the evaluated figures of merit when using a Gain Switched PLO.

Index Terms—Electro-optical receiver, gain switching, hetero-
dyne receiver, photonic local oscillator.

I. INTRODUCTION

P ROCESSING of radiofrequency (RF) signals in the op-
tical domain has become one of the most active research

fields [1], [2]. This is mainly due to the advantages that the op-
tical approach offers, such as high bandwidth capabilities, Elec-
tromagnetic Interference (EMI) immunity, extremely low trans-
mission losses when using optical fibers and the possibilities
of including signal processing features, like True Time Delay
(TTD) [3]. Another key advantage is the availability of a wide
variety of high performance, compact and low cost photonic de-
vices in the telecom wavelength range, suitable for their use
in Microwave Photonics and Radio over Fiber (RoF) systems
[1], [2].
Among the variety of new technologies that have been

reported [1], [2], the investigation of photonic heterodyne
receivers in the GHz range is an important field of study, for
which the development of an optoelectronic mixer is a key
element. Several optical mixing schemes have been already
introduced based on elements as Mach–Zehnder modulators
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[4], electro-absorption modulators [5] or dual-mode monolithic
laser sources [6]. The photonic heterodyne receivers can be
combined with the use of remote photonic distribution of Local
Oscillators (LO) and Intermediate Frequencies (IF) architec-
tures that are becoming common place in the last years [7].
Combination of such architectures and a photonic receiver
able to perform directly the mixing of the LO (distributed over
optical fiber) and the RF with high sensitivity [7] will lead to
flexible and scalable solutions for RoF heterodyne receivers.
Recently, Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) have

been also proposed as optoelectronic mixers [8]–[11]. They are
versatile, compact and reliable low cost devices. The mixing
process using a SOA can be accomplished in all optical [11]
or Electro-Optical (EO) configuration. In the EO mixing, only
one of the electrical signals, the local oscillator (LO) or the
radio-frequency (RF), is modulated on an optical carrier. The
other electrical signal modulates the SOA bias voltage [8],
[10]. Both downconversion [10] and upconversion [9] have
been reported, considering an electrical LO.
The most straightforward Photonic LO (PLO) to be used in

such architectures is based on the linear amplitude modulation
of the power emitted by a diode laser, either using direct mod-
ulation or via an external modulator, being this later approxi-
mation polarization dependent and more complex in terms of
component count. In addition to these two, if special operating
regimes of the diode lasers are also considered, other ways of
generating a PLO can be accomplished. The use of the Gain
Switching (GS) technique is one of them [12], [13]. It is based
on the direct modulation of diode lasers under specific bias cur-
rent, modulation and frequency conditions to obtain picosecond
optical pulses in the temporal domain. In the frequency domain,
it shows a comb-like spectrum, different to the one offered by
a linear PLO. Using this type of PLO, a good conversion effi-
ciency has been reported in a EO heterodyne configuration [8].
In this work we present a detailed study of a scheme for EO

downconversion where the PLO and the retrieved IF are re-
motely distributed over fiber to a single Commercial Off the
Shelf (COTS) Ultra Nonlinear SOA (XN-SOA) that acts as a
mixer device [8]. Several figures of merit are evaluated to study
the quality of the detection such as the conversion efficiency,
the linearity (1 dB compression factor) and the phase noise in-
fluence through the root mean square (RMS) integrated jitter.
In order to provide a reference for one of the potential appli-
cations of this EO receiver, this last figure of merit is evaluated
according to the jitter requirements of ITU-T G.709 standard for
Optical Transport Networks (OTN) [14], [15]. The dependence
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Fig. 1. Optical spectra of the DFB under linear and GS modulation.

of the performance of the EO heterodyne receiver with themixer
element (XN-SOA) operating conditions (i.e., bias current) and
with the RF frequency is also considered.
All these parameters are evaluated considering two PLO sce-

narios. The first one is a linear directly modulated Distributed
Feedback (DFB) laser diode and the second is a GS pulsed op-
tical source, based on the same device, and emitting the same
average optical power. The two schemes are polarization inde-
pendent and are applied to the same EO heterodyne receiver.
Results show that under the figures of merit considered, the GS
PLO offers better results, with a conversion ratio up to dB,
a linear behavior in the whole analyzed frequency range and an
enhanced RMS integrated jitter performance.

II. PHOTONIC LOCAL OSCILLATOR

As mentioned in the introduction, the influence of the PLO
scheme used in an EO mixing architecture is one of the main
objectives of this work. In this sense, we have considered two
possibilities: a linear PLO, which is the commonly used LO
scheme, and a GS based PLO. In the next paragraphs we discuss
the use of the Gain Switching technique in the framework of
PLO for EO mixing.
Gain Switching (GS) is a direct and straightforward technique

typically used to obtain picosecond optical pulses from semi-
conductor laser sources. Such gain switched optical pulses in-
herit many advantages that compact semiconductor devices pro-
vide, chiefly the frequency tunability, possibility for high repe-
tition rates and their low cost nature [16]–[18]. Although it can
be applied to any diode laser (Commercial Off the Shelf, COTS,
devices), it is more advantageous to use it in single mode diode
lasers, since they will be less affected by dispersion and nonlin-
earities when propagating through an optical fiber. Also, studies
have shown that they offer better quality pulsed regime [13].
Hence, for our study of a local oscillator based on a GS optical
source, we will consider a COTS DFB device emitting at 1550
nm (QPhotonics 1550-50).
Fig. 1 details a typical GS experimental scheme, where a

laser diode is biased with , and modulated at a frequency
with a modulation depth , being these the three con-

trol parameters of the pulsed regime for a given device. By
changing these parameters, the pulses at the output change in
width, power, repetition rate and shape.
This temporal pulsed regime has a translation in the

frequency domain, where several modes separated by the
repetition rate frequency appear around the original modes of
the diode laser under GS in a comb-like optical spectrum. This
can be also observed in the downconverted electrical spectrum
recovered by an electronic spectrum analyzer after detection in
a fast photodiode.
In order to start the comparison of both schemes for our PLO

(linear and GS modulations) the output optical spectra from the

Fig. 2. Optical spectra of the DFB under linear and GS modulation.

Fig. 3. Electrical spectra of the DFB under linear and GS modulation. The
first (12 GHz) and second harmonic (24 GHz) are shown. kHz,

MHz.

same DFB laser under both operation modes have been exper-
imentally studied using the same modulation frequency. This
is shown in Fig. 2. In order to provide a fair comparison be-
tween the two strategies, we fix the same average optical power,
8 dBm, in both cases. This value has been chosen in order to en-
sure adequate linear optical propagation trough an optical fiber
[8]. The parameters for GS operation are mA, mod-
ulation power of dBm and modulation frequency

GHz. For the linear modulation the frequency is also
12 GHz, with a dBm which is the maximum value
for modulation within the linear region. The was slightly
changed to 61 mA in order to provide exactly the same average
output power as in the GS case (8 dBm) avoiding the addi-
tion of extra elements in one of the scenarios such as optical
attenuators.
As expected, under GS operation, not only the primary typ-

ical side bands corresponding to an amplitude modulated signal
appear around the laser main mode as it happens under linear
sinusoidal modulation (Fig. 2, continuous line), but also sev-
eral side modes, separated by the applied modulation frequency

, appear (dashed line). The shift towards longer wavelengths
is caused by the different bias current. A minor asymmetry is
also perceived in the GS optical spectrum, which is in well
agreement with the expected behavior under this modulation
regime [19].
The outputs from both schemes are downconverted using a

photodiode and the output spectra observed in an electric spec-
tral analyzer (ESA). For both cases a main peak appears at
the modulation frequency (12 GHz) as well as several high or-
ders harmonics. In Fig. 3 we show a comparison between the
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup of the EO receiver based on a XN-SOA using PLO.

fundamental and first harmonic of the GS recovered spectrum
(dashed line) and the linearly modulated one (continuous line).
The power at the fundamental harmonic is significantly higher
for the GS case (around 10 dB bigger). The power for the second
harmonic is also much higher in the GS case as compared to the
power of the first harmonic in the linear case, that happens to
be very small ( dBm). In the GS case, the optical power is
related to signal, while in the linear case, a high amount of it is
DC optical power not carrying any modulation information.
Hence, though the same optical power is being distributed, its

spectral distributions are different. The next section will eval-
uate the implications of this fact in the performance of these
sources as PLO in an EO heterodyning scheme.

III. ELECTRO-OPTICAL HETERODYNE RECEIVER

The EO heterodyne receiver under study in the present work
is described in Fig. 4. The PLO reaches the optical input of the
XN-SOA device (CIP SOA-XN-OEC-1550) where the mixing
process takes place. The retrieved IF signal is modulated onto
an optical carrier in the same mixing process in the XN-SOA,
and is distributed via optical fiber to the Remote IF processing
stage (Fig. 4). This IF signal is detected using a high bandwidth
photodiode (u2t XPV2020R) that performs the optical to elec-
tronic conversion and makes the IF electronic signal available
[8]. As we can see in this Fig. 4 the RF signal is directly applied
to the bias port of the mixing element, the XN-SOA, that comes
in a 7-PIN SMA-connector butterfly package with a 50-ohm RF
input used to introduce both the bias current and the RF signal
to the device (Fig. 4). The special nonlinear characteristics of
the XN-SOA element considered offer a high efficient mixing
in a compact, polarization independent scheme [8].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The scheme of Fig. 4 has been used to evaluate the several
figures of merit considered to characterize the performance of
the EO heterodyne receiver described previously and the influ-
ence of the two PLO schemes (GS and linear modulations). A
bias-tee (65 kHz–20 GHz bandwidth) allows to introduce the
bias current and the direct modulation (linear or GS) to the DFB

laser. A bias-tee (65 kHz–20 GHz bandwidth) is also employed
in the XN-SOA to introduce the bias current and bias modula-
tion (i.e., RF signal). Both currents are provided by two laser
diode drivers. In the remote IF processing stage, a high band-
width photodiode (u2t XPV2020R, 50 GHz 3-dB bandwidth)
performs the conversion of the IF signal from the optical to the
electrical domain. A low noise 2–40 GHz preamplifier (Cernex
CBL02403050-01) is used before detection in an ESA.
As stated previously, the figures of merit under study are the

conversion efficiency, the linearity using the 1-dB compression
point and the phase noise via the RMS integrated jitter perfor-
mance of the system. This latter is of major importance since
it characterizes the temporal stability of the recovered IF and it
is critical in, for example, photonic signal distribution in Radar
systems and Optical Transport Networks (OTN) [15].

A. Conversion Efficiency

The figure of merit considered to evaluate the efficiency of
the EO heterodyne receiver is the downconversion ratio, de-
fined for optoelectronics mixers as the ratio between the elec-
trical power of the downconverted signal at (output of the
photodiode) and the electrical power of the RF signal present
after mixing at [11]. Electrical losses and the effect of the
auxiliary 2–40 GHz preamplifier (Cernex CBL02403050-01, G
in Fig. 4) included in the setup have been calibrated and the re-
ported values are corrected from these effects.
Fig. 5 details the experimental results obtained after the char-

acterization of the conversion ratio of the EO heterodyne re-
ceiver for both a linear and GS PLO and for several XN-SOA
bias points versus the RF frequency.
When the XN-SOA is biased at the smallest operating cur-

rent, below its gain threshold (50 mA, Fig. 5), and the GS PLO
(red triangles) is considered, proper mixing behavior can be ob-
served for almost the whole range of RF frequencies under study
(5 GHz to 15GHz). The conversion ratio increases from dB
for 5 GHz to a maximum of dB at 11 GHz. When using the
linearly modulated PLO (black squares), mixing behavior is not
achieved for most of the range, and when it is present, the down-
conversion ratio is as small as dB (at 14 GHz).
When the XN-SOA is biased at higher operating current

(150 mA), the mixer performance improves and the hetero-
dyning is observable for the whole RF range and for the two
PLO considered. If this operating current is increased even fur-
ther, the device conversion efficiency somehow stabilizes above
250 mA, being always higher for the GS LO in approximately
11–12 dB. It can be appreciated that as the XN-SOA current
increases, the conversion ratios at lower RF frequencies (below
10 GHz) have a slightly greater increment than for frequencies
higher than 10 GHz. When the XN-SOA is biased at 450 mA,
the GS LO offers a maximum of dB conversion efficiency
at 8 GHz, and it shows a very stable behavior for the whole
RF range, except for the value at 12 GHz. This is an expected
result as 12 GHz is the frequency of the PLO signal and for this
IF frequency (RF frequency slightly detuned to 11.9 GHz, i.e.,
IF frequency is 100 MHz) the RF preamplifier (G in Fig. 4) is
out of its frequency working range (2–40 GHz). In the view of
these results, it can be clearly seen that there is an 11–12 dB
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Fig. 5. Downconversion ratio (dB) for both linearly modulated (black
squares) and GS modulated (red triangles) PLO under different bias point of
the XN-SOA.

difference between the conversion ratios of both PLO schemes.
This corresponds to the difference in modulation power that is
applied between the two PLO schemes to guarantee that they
emit the same average power. Under these conditions, the GS
PLO is able to transport much more LOmodulation information
under the same average optical power. This higher LO power
is transferred to the mixing process in a more efficient way.

B. Linearity

The linearity of the system has been studied through the 1-dB
compression point. In order to do so, the power of the LO is kept
constant while the power of the RF signal is increased. The input
RF power for which the recovered IF signal did not increase
linearly with the power of this RF signal by 1 dB, was identified
as the 1-dB compression point.
The RF frequency was swept from 5 GHz to 15 GHz and

its power from 1 dBm to 16 dBm, as 16 dBm is the maximum
input power specified by the manufacturer for the RF port of

the XN- SOA. The 1 dB compression point was not observable,
so, within the range considered, the system is linear for all the
bias operating points studied for the SOA mixer (50, 150, 250,
350 and 450 mA) and for the two types of PLO under evalua-
tion (linearly and GS modulated), being the maximum RF input
power specifications of the XN-SOA the limiting factor.

C. Noise: RMS Integrated Timing Jitter

In order to analyze the noise added by the complete EO re-
ceiver (i.e., PLO, XN-SOA and IF retrieving stage) in the down-
conversion process, the phase noise is evaluated through the
RMS integrated jitter. The analysis of this figure of merit is im-
portant in order to evaluate the influence of the additional non-
linearities added by the GS process. The well-known standard
defining OTN, ITU-T G.709 [14], is used as a reference of an
actual potential application.
OTN is the current standard for optical networks with high ca-

pacity. It is based in the experience with SONET/SDH networks
and was the result of the increasing need of higher line rates,
new features such as optical channel management and Forward
Error Correction (FEC), and global orientation [20].
There exist three different line rates in OTN: OTN1

(2.66 Gbps), OTN2 (10.7 Gbps) and OTN3 (40 Gbps). Given
the operation bandwidth of our EO receiver (5–15 GHz), OTN2
frame is chosen as a restrictive limit to evaluate our noise
results. The jitter requirements for OTN interfaces are defined
in ITU-T G.8251 [15]. Wideband integration range is chosen
instead of narrowband in order to provide a more complete
view of eventual spurious signals far from the carrier. In OTN2,
the wide band is defined from 20 kHz to 80 MHz [15], and
this is the integration range used in our jitter analysis. The
maximum allowed RMS integrated jitter in this band in order to
ensure proper OTN operation is 49.93 ps. This reference value
is shown in all the graphs of Fig. 6 as a dashed line.
Fig. 6 shows the RMS integrated jitter measurements for the

bias current conditions of the XN-SOA previously considered
with the exception of that below threshold (150, 250, 350 and
450 mA) and for a frequency range from 5 to 11 GHz. No data
is shown above 12 GHz as the detected Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) was not enough for the phase noise analyzer to perform
a proper phase noise analysis. Following the trend of the anal-
ysis of other figures of merit, the EO receiver using a linearly
modulated PLO only works properly for the whole frequency
range at higher bias current of the XN-SOA (above 350 mA).
Nevertheless, the EO mixer works properly for GS PLO for all
the experimental conditions studied in this analysis and it is im-
portant to note that in all cases, the measured jitter is almost one
order of magnitude better than in the case of the linearly mod-
ulated PLO. This is a significant result as it demonstrates that
the use of a GS PLO, that includes some non-linear nature in its
generation [12], does not degrade the noise performance of the
system.
As the RMS integrated jitter covers a wide frequency range,

it includes both the low frequency offset noise (mainly due to
phase noise), and the high frequency offset noise (interpreted as
floor noise, i.e., Noise Figure). The improvement on the noise
performance when using a GS PLO instead of a linearly mod-
ulated one has its origin in the fact that under GS regime, a
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Fig. 6. RMS jitter (s) integrated over the band 20 kHz–80 MHz (OTN2 pro-
tocol) for both linearly modulated (black squares) and GS modulated (red trian-
gles) PLO under different bias point of the XN-SOA.

much higher modulation current is applied to the laser. At the
receiver, this results in a higher SNR, or equivalently a better
Noise Figure of the system that is directly translated into a better
noise performance, especially at higher frequency offsets.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that for the GS PLO, the RMS

integrated jitter requirements for OTN2 are met for all the ana-
lyzed cases, while the linearly modulated PLO fails to do it for
RF frequencies above 9 GHz for the smaller bias current (150
mA) and above 10–11 GHz for higher bias current applied to
the XN-SOA (above 250 mA).

V. CONCLUSION

We have evaluated in detail the performance of an
Electro-Optical (EO) heterodyne receiver based on an Ultra
Nonlinear SOA (XN-SOA) considering several figures of
merit. The scheme shows moderate conversion ratios, good
linearity and a reduced root mean square (RMS) integrated
jitter. However, its behavior can be significantly improved
when the Photonic LO is based on a pulsed optical source
as a Gain Switching (GS) DFB diode laser instead of the
traditionally employed linearly modulated DFB. This pulsed
regime can be induced in any diode laser, even commercially

available, and permits a more efficient distribution of the
same amount of optical power, where the energy transmitted
is related to the LO modulation signal rather than lost in DC
optical power. The performance of the receiver improves for
all the figures of merit considered. The downconversion ratio
increases by 11–12 dB for all RF frequency values considered
and the several XN-SOA working points under study. The
RMS integrated jitter is reduced by one order of magnitude,
showing values that are well below the jitter requirements of
ITU-T G.709 OTN standard [14] for the whole RF frequency
range. The reported EO heterodyne receiver, along with the
use of a Photonic LO based on GS allows for a cost-effective,
compact, polarization-independent and scalable solution with
enhanced performance for applications requiring LO and IF
remote distribution.
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